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Abstract— We elucidate feasibility of wireless energy trans-
fer (WET) with the help of an intelligent reflecting surface
(IRS). We consider a source equipped with multiple antennas
and a single radio-frequency (RF) chain. We propose a low
complexity rule that does joint antenna selection (AS) at source
and passive beamforming at IRS. We derive new expressions
for probability of outage in WET under perfect and estimated
channel knowledge and for both single and multiple users.
We derive intuitive expressions for outage probability with large
number of IRS elements and for line-of-sight scenarios. For a
system with M antennas at source and N passive elements at
IRS, we show that diversity order equals M +N . Extensions to
subset AS, discrete phase-shift design, and performance under
limited scattering are also presented. Our numerical results show
that the proposed AS rule yields near-optimal performance while
requiring only M + N pilot transmissions compared to the
M + MN pilot transmissions required by the optimal AS
rule in literature. We elucidate that we can trade-off active RF
chains at source with passive elements at IRS to obtain improved
performance both in terms of outage probability and power
transfer efficiency. And 3-bit IRS is sufficient to obtain good
performance at lower complexity.

Index Terms— Wireless energy transfer, IRS, outage probabil-
ity, antenna selection, channel estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

IT is predicted that an exceptionally large number of
Internet-of-things (IoT) devices will be part of the cellular

network in the next five years [1]. These IoT devices include
sensors that sense data and communicate over a network.
They find wide applications in consumer electronics, intel-
ligent transportation, telecommunications, smart grids, home
automation, intrusion detection for security, and autonomous
monitoring of health, environment and structures. They usually
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operate on limited capacity batteries. Hence, their batteries
need to be replaced or recharged from time-to-time for con-
tinued operation. This may not be feasible when these devices
are placed in hazardous or inaccessible locations.

Wireless energy transfer (WET), in which these energy-
constrained devices harvest energy from electromagnetic sig-
nals, helps in charging the batteries of these massive number
of IoT devices [2]. However, we need to address several new
design challenges in order to enable WET. Firstly, a very small
percentage of the power radiated by a source is harvested by a
device due to severe path loss and limitations of the harvesting
circuitry. Secondly, design of WET systems must ensure that
the sensors harvest more energy than what they consume to
sense, compute, and communicate. Thirdly, the receive power
levels that are sufficient for reliable data transfer and decoding
are not sufficient for activating the harvester in these sensors.

It is shown that WET is feasible with massive antenna
arrays [3], [4]. However, these systems need a radio-frequency
(RF) chain for each antenna and consume large amount of
power. Intelligent reflecting surface (IRS), which uses an array
of passive low-cost reflecting elements, is shown to enable
WET [5], [6]. Furthermore, it has the potential to boost
spectral and energy efficiencies, security and coverage of a
wireless network. It is being envisioned as a promising 6G
technology [7], [8]. Each of the passive IRS elements can
be programmed to induce a known amplitude and phase shift
to the incident signal. Programming these low cost passive
elements to ensure coherent combination of signals at the
receiver improves the receive signal energy. It thus enhances
reliability and enables wireless charging.

A. Related Literature
We now present some key related references below.
1) IRS-Assisted WET System: The authors in [5] proposed a

channel estimation protocol and designed near-optimal beam-
formers at base station (BS) and at IRS. Active beamformer
at BS and constant envelope precoding based passive beam-
former at IRS were designed to maximize sum received power
at IoT users [6]. Average symbol error and outage probabilities
were derived with perfect channel state information (CSI)
in [9]. The authors in [10] designed active beamforming at
source and passive beamforming at IRS to maximize minimum
harvested power among users. In [11], the authors jointly
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optimized beamformers at the source and at the IRS to maxi-
mize the total power received by the users. The authors in [12]
maximized weighted sum direct current under a transmit power
constraint at source and unit modulus constraint at IRS.

2) IRS-Assisted Simultaneous Wireless Information and
Power Transfer System: The authors in [13] maximized the
common throughput of the information and energy users
by jointly optimizing transmit time, power allocation, and
reflection coefficients at IRS. In [14], the authors jointly
optimized beamformer at the BS and transmission mode at
the IRS to minimize total BS transmit power. In [15], the
authors designed active beamforming at the BS and phase
shifts at the IRS to minimize transmit power under signal
to interference plus noise ratio constraint at the information
user and energy harvesting constraint at the energy user.
In [16], the authors determined the optimal power splitting
ratio, active beamforming at the BS, and phase shifts of the
IRS to maximize the energy efficiency.

Based on the discussion above, we observe that most of the
works considered IRS assisted transmission from a source that
is equipped with as many RF chains as the number of antennas.
This increases hardware complexity, power consumption and
cost at the source. Antenna selection (AS) is a low complexity
technique that reduces the cost and power consumption at the
source. There are limited works available on joint AS-IRS
beamforming. While [17] studied joint AS at the BS and
passive beamforming at the IRS to maximize received signal
power under perfect CSI. The authors in [18] considered joint
AS and IRS beamforming to maximize the ergodic sum data
rate and in [19], algorithms were developed for joint AS
and passive beamforming at the IRS to maximize channel
capacity under unit modulus constraints of all IRS elements
assuming perfect CSI. However, system modeling, developing
low complexity AS rule, active and passive beamforming
design based on the selected antennas, and comprehensive
performance analysis under both perfect and estimated CSI
for joint AS and IRS-assisted WET to single and/or multiple
users is still in its infancy, remains an open problem and is
the focus of this work.

B. Focus and Contributions
We consider a practically relevant model where a source

equipped with fewer RF chains than the number of transmit
antennas is assisted by an IRS to transfer energy wirelessly.
Each transmit RF chain, which is made up of digital-to-analog
converters, up-converters, filters, and power amplifiers makes
the source power hungry, bulky and costly. AS employed
by source reduces the number of RF chains required, thus
reducing hardware complexity, power consumption, and the
associated cost. For this model, our main objective is to
ascertain whether the receive power level at the user can be
maintained at the same level by trading-off active RF chains at
the source with passive elements at the IRS that do not require
dedicated RF chains. Our model includes as a special case,
the full-complexity system in which the source is equipped
with as many RF chains as the number of antennas. We next
summarize our key contributions:

• AS Rule: For a system with M antennas at source and
N passive elements at IRS, we propose a joint AS and
passive beamforming rule that requires only M+N pilot
transmissions for channel estimation. This is significantly
lower than M + MN pilot transmissions required by
the optimal rule in [17], [18]. Therefore, the proposed
AS rule reduces the pilot transmissions significantly and
increases the time available for WET.

• Performance Analysis: We derive new analytical expres-
sion for probability of outage1 in WET with perfect CSI.
We also derive new expressions for minimum number of
IRS elements required to avoid outage. These provide key
insights related to WET system design.

• Estimated CSI: We also derive a novel mathematical
expression that approximates the probability of outage in
WET with minimum mean square error (MMSE) estimate
of the cascaded and the direct channels. Our analysis
helps in understanding the robustness of WET in practical
scenarios in which the channel estimates are likely to be
imperfect. The analysis involves order statistics of the
magnitude of the estimated direct path channel gains and
depends on IRS phase-shifts that are designed based on
estimated CSI.

• Diversity Order: We prove that diversity order of a
joint AS and IRS assisted WET is equal to sum of
the number of transmit antennas and number of IRS
elements, i.e., M +N .

• Subset AS: We next generalize our model to include a
source that is equipped with more than one RF chain
and selects a subset of antennas based on strength of
the direct channels to the user. We apply alternating
optimization to obtain the beamformer at the source
and phase-shifts at the IRS. And elucidate the trade-off
between probability of outage in WET and power transfer
efficiency (PTE) under AS and full-complexity based
energy beamforming.

• Discrete Phase Shifts: We then study impact of practically
relevant and implementation-friendly discrete phase shift
design at IRS on performance. We show that a 3-bit
programmable IRS is sufficient to achieve good trade-off
between complexity and performance.

• Multi-User Scenario: We derive novel analytical bounds
on probability of outage in WET to multiple users under
both perfect and estimated CSI, where users are served
based on round-robin scheduling strategy. This analysis
takes into account the correlation arising due to common
source to IRS links for different users.

• Limited Scattering: We also study impact of limited
number of scatterers and inter-element spacing on the
outage probability [23]. We show how by exploiting the
underlying spatial correlation, the pilot overhead can be
reduced further from M + N to M + N

G , where G

1This is an appropriate performance metric to ascertain feasibility of WET
in a wireless system with static or limited mobility users [3], [4], [20]–[22].
It helps identify operational regimes where users harvest more than what they
consume in tasks related to channel estimation, sensing, computation, and
communication.
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Fig. 1. System model: Joint AS and IRS-assisted WET.

denotes number of adjacent IRS elements configured with
identical phase-shifts.

Notations: Boldface uppercase and lowercase letters denote
matrices and vectors, respectively. The expectation and vari-
ance operators are denoted by E(·) and var(·), respectively.
A complex Gaussian random variable (RV) X with mean μ
and variance σ2 is denoted as X ∼ CN (μ, σ2). We denote
an N×N diagonal matrix with diagonal elements a1, . . . , aN
by (a1, . . . , aN ). The probability of an event A is denoted
by Pr(A) and probability density function (pdf) of a RV X
is denoted by fX(·). Real and imaginary parts of a complex
variable are denoted by �(·) and �(·), respectively.

Organization: The paper is organized as follows. We present
the system model in Section II. We propose our joint AS and
passive beamforming rule, analyze its probability of outage
with perfect CSI and extend this analysis to multi-user scenario
in Section III. We analyze the corresponding performance
with estimated CSI in Section IV. The numerical results and
conclusions are presented in Sections V and VI, respectively.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider an IRS-assisted WET system as shown in
Figure 1. It has a source S equipped with M antennas and
a single RF chain that transmits RF signal to a single antenna
user U . We consider that the passive reflecting elements of
IRS I are arranged in a planar array of dimension Nx ×Ny,
where Nx and Ny denote the number of IRS elements along
length and breadth, respectively. Therefore, total number of
IRS elements N = NxNy . The source dynamically switches
its RF chain to the antenna selected based on instantaneous
CSI. It also computes the IRS reflection coefficients, which
are communicated to IRS through a dedicated control link.
We consider a block fading model, in which the wireless
channel remains constant over a coherence interval of dura-
tion τc and varies independently across different coherence
intervals. We consider time division duplex (TDD)2 mode
of communication to exploit channel reciprocity. The CSI
acquired through uplink (UL) pilot signaling is used to select
an antenna at S and compute reflection coefficients at I .

2Indoor/outdoor field trials confirmed that UL and downlink (DL) channels
are reciprocal in TDD mode even in IRS-aided wireless communications [24].
Furthermore, this has been widely adopted in literature [5], [25]–[28].

We consider that the IRS is completely passive in nature
and does not have dedicated RF chains connected to it. Let
hsu ∈ CM×1 denote the complex channel gain vector of direct
path from S to U . We model it as Rayleigh fading. Therefore,
hsu ∼ CN (0, βsuIM ), where βsu denotes distance-dependent
path loss. Let Hsi ∈ CM×N denote complex channel gain
matrix from S to I . We model it as Rician fading. It can be
written as

Hsi =
�

Ksiζsi
Ksi + 1

Hsi +
�

ζsi
Ksi + 1

�Hsi, (1)

where ζsi and Ksi denote the distance-dependent path
loss and the Rician factor, respectively. Furthermore,
the (m,n)th element of the line-of-sight (LoS)

component Hsi ∈ CM×N is given by H
mn

si =
exp
�
j 2π
λ d ((m− 1) sin(ψ1) cos(φ1)+(nx−1) sin(ψ2) cos(φ2)

+(ny − 1) sin(ψ2) sin(φ2))], where the index n = (nx − 1)+
1 + (ny − 1)Nx, λ denotes the wavelength, d denotes the
inter-element spacing at S and I , ψ1, φ1, ψ2, φ2 ∈ (0, 2π)
denote the elevation angle of departure (AoD) and
azimuthal AoD at S, elevation angle of arrival (AoA),
and azimuthal AoA at I , respectively, 1 ≤ m ≤ M ,
1 ≤ nx ≤ Nx, and 1 ≤ ny ≤ Ny [23]. The elements of
the non-LoS component �Hsi ∈ CM×N are independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) circular symmetric complex
Gaussian RVs with zero mean and unit variance, i.e.,�Hmn
si ∼ CN (0, 1). Thus, Hmn

si ∼ CN (μmnsi , βsi), where

μmnsi =
�

Ksiζsi

Ksi+1H
mn

si and βsi = ζsi

Ksi+1 . The elements of the
channel matrix Hsi are independent across m and n.

Let hiu ∈ CN×1 denote the complex channel gain vector
from I to U . It is modeled as

hiu =
�

Kiuζiu
Kiu + 1

hiu +
�

ζiu
Kiu + 1

�hiu, (2)

where ζiu and Kiu denote the distance-dependent path
loss and the Rician factor, respectively. The nth element
of the LoS component hiu ∈ CN×1 is given by h

n

iu =
exp
�
j 2π
λ d((nx−1) sin(ψ3) cos(φ3)+(ny−1) sin(ψ3) cos(φ3))

�
,

where ψ3, φ3 ∈ (0, 2π) denote the elevation AoD and
azimuthal AoD at I , respectively [23]. Furthermore,�hiu ∈ CN×1 denotes the non-LoS component with
i.i.d. CN (0, 1) elements. Thus, hniu ∼ CN (μniu, βiu),
where μniu =

�
Kiuζiu

Kiu+1h
n

iu and βiu = ζiu

Kiu+1 . The
elements of the channel vector hiu are independent of
each other. Let αn ∈ [0, 1] and θn ∈ [0, 2π] denote the
amplitude and phase coefficients of the nth IRS element.
Then, the phase shift matrix of the IRS is given by
Θ = (α1e

jθ1 , α2e
jθ2 , . . . , αNe

jθN ).
Let a ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M} denote the index of the antenna

selected at S. Furthermore, let hasu and hasi ∈ C1×N denote
ath element of hsu and ath row of Hsi, respectively. Then,
the DL signal received at the user is given by

yu = (hasu + hasiΘhiu)xs + wu, (3)

where xs denotes the transmit symbol and wu denotes
circular symmetric complex additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) with variance σ2. Therefore, wu ∼ CN (0, σ2).
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Let gasiu =
�
ga1siu, . . . , g

aN
siu

�
= hasi(h

T
iu) ∈ C1×N denote the

vector of cascaded channels of the reflected path. Furthermore,
let f i =

�
f1
i , . . . , f

N
i

�T
denote the IRS passive beamforming

vector, where fni denotes the nth diagonal element of Θ and
is given by fni = αne

jθn . Using these notations, the signal
yu in (3) can be re-written as

yu = (hasu + gasiufi)xs + wu. (4)

III. AS RULE AND ITS ANALYSIS WITH PERFECT CSI

In this section, we state our low-complexity AS rule and
derive its outage probability with perfect CSI.3 Let ρmsu and
Λmsu denote the magnitude and phase of the direct path channel
gain hmsu, i.e., hmsu = ρmsue

jΛm
su , for m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}.

A. AS and Passive Beamforming

The source selects the antenna with the highest channel
power gain along the direct path from S to U . Therefore,
a = argmax

m∈{1,2,...,M}
{ρmsu}. From yu in (4), the energy harvested

at U in a coherence interval of duration τc seconds is given
by

Eu = ηrτc|xs|2|hasu + gasiuf i|2

= ηrτc|xs|2
�����hasu+

N	
n=1

gansiuf
n
i

�����
2

, (5)

where 0 < ηr < 1 denotes the rectification efficiency of the
energy harvesting circuit at the user.4 Let p = |xs|2 and γ =
ηrτcp. The contribution of noise wu to the harvested energy is
negligibly small and is therefore not considered [3]–[6], [31].
In terms of magnitude and phase, we can express the RVs
in (5) as gansiu = ρansiue

jφan
siu , where ρansiu = ρansi ρ

n
iu, ρansi =

|Han
si |, ρniu = |hniu| and φansiu = ∠Han

si + ∠hniu. Therefore, Eu
in (5) can be expressed as

Eu = γ

�����ρasuejΛa
su +

N	
n=1

ρansiue
jφan

siufni

�����
2

. (6)

By triangle inequality, we know that programming fni =
e−j(φ

an
siu−Λa

su) maximizes Eu in (6). This choice enables
coherent combination of the direct path signal and the reflected
path signals via the IRS. Therefore, our joint AS and passive
beamforming rule can be written as

a = arg max
m∈{1,2,...,M}

{ρmsu}, (7)

fni = exp (−j (φansiu − Λasu)) , for n = 1, . . . , N. (8)

We now describe the two-step procedure that implements
the above AS rule. Step 1: The IRS is turned off and the user
sends M pilots. The source estimates the direct path CSI and
selects antenna a in (7). Step 2: The source switches the RF

3WET with perfect CSI refers to genie-aided WET, where the CSI is
error-free and no resources are spent on pilots.

4With a single energy harvesting circuit, the energy harvested is a non-linear
function of the received energy due to saturation effects. However, it is
shown that we can mitigate the non-linear behavior and also extend the
range over which it is a linear function by using multiple such circuits in
parallel [13], [29], [30].

chain to the selected antenna and the IRS is turned on. Now
the user sends N pilots and the source estimates the sum of
direct path and the reflected path CSI corresponding to the
antenna a selected. Then, the source subtracts the direct path
CSI to obtain the reflected path CSI and computes the IRS
passive beamforming coefficients as in (8). These coefficients
are communicated to the IRS through the dedicated control
link. The channel estimation procedure in these two steps is
discussed in detail in Section IV-A.

Benefits of the Proposed Rule: (i) It reduces number of pilot
transmissions required and increases the time available for
WET. Based on the above description, we see that the proposed
joint AS and passive beamforming rule requires M+N pilots
to obtain required CSI. This is significantly lower than the M+
MN pilots required by the optimal AS rule proposed in [17],
[18]. (ii) In Section V, we show that the proposed rule is
near-optimal with fewer pilots. (iii) Furthermore, it simplifies
outage analysis and brings out valuable insights.

B. Probability of Outage Analysis

Let Eth denote the threshold energy required at the user.
We now derive an expression for the probability of outage
in WET, i.e., Pr (Eu ≤ Eth), for the proposed joint AS and
passive beamforming rule with perfect CSI. Substituting fni
from (8) in (6), we get

Eu = γ



ρasu +

N	
n=1

ρansiu

�2

. (9)

Here, Eu is square of the sum of two independent RVs ρasu and
N�
n=1

ρansiu. From (7), we know that ρasu = max{ρ1
su, . . . , ρ

M
su},

which is the maximum of M i.i.d. Rayleigh RVs. Further-

more,
N�
n=1

ρansiu =
N�
n=1

ρansi ρ
n
iu is the sum of the product of

independent Rician RVs. Therefore, the probability of outage
in energy transfer can be written as

Poutage = Pr (Eu ≤ Eth) = Pr

⎛⎝γ
ρasu +
N	
n=1

ρansiu

�2

≤Eth

⎞⎠ .
(10)

Theorem 1: The probability of outage for the proposed joint
AS and passive beamforming rule with perfect CSI is given
by

Poutage =
M−1	
m=0

M(−1)m

m+ 1

�
M − 1
m

��
1−ψQ

�
Eth−μy
σy

�

− ψe
ξ2−ηχ

2η�
ησ2

y

�
Q

�−ξ√
η

�
−Q
�
Eth−μy
σ2
y
√
η

��⎤⎦ , (11)

where ψ = Q−1
�−μy

σy

�
, η =

�
2(m+1)
βsu

+ 1
σ2

y

�
, ξ =�

2(m+1)Eth

βsu
+ μy

σ2
y

�
, χ =

�
2(m+1)E

2
th

βsu
+

μ2
y

σ2
y

�
, Eth =�

Eth
γ , μy = Nπ

4

√
βsiβiuL 1

2
(−Ksi)L 1

2
(−Kiu),

σ2
y = Nβsiβiu (1 +Ksi) (1 +Kiu) − Nμ2

0, μ0 =
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π
4

√
βsiβiuL 1

2
(−Ksi)L 1

2
(−Kiu), Q(·) denotes the

Q-function [32] and Ln(·) denotes Laguerre polynomial
of order-n [33].

Proof: The proof is given in Appendix A.
The above expression brings out the dependence of the prob-
ability of outage on system parameters M , N , and Eth and
channel parameters Ksi, Kiu, βsu, βsi and βiu. With M = 1,
Poutage in (11) reduces to a form similar to [34, Eqn. (7)].

1) Asymptotic Analysis: We now study the behavior of
the probability of outage for large number of IRS elements.
As N → ∞, by law of large numbers [35], we know

that 1
N

N�
n=1

ρansiu → E(ρansiu) = E(ρansi )E(ρniu) = μ0 =
π
4

√
βsiβiuL 1

2
(−Ksi)L 1

2
(−Kiu). Furthermore, the outage

event can be written as

�
1
N ρ

a
su + 1

N

N�
n=1

ρansiu ≤ 1
NEth

�
. For

sufficiently large N , 1
N

N�
n=1

ρansiu → μ0 and

Poutage → Pr
�
ρasu ≤ Eth −Nμ0

�
. (12)

Using the fact that ρasu = max{ρ1
su, . . . , ρ

M
su}, the outage

probability

Poutage → Pr
�
ρ1
su ≤ Eth −Nμ0, . . . , ρ

M
su ≤ Eth −Nμ0

�
.

(13)

Since ρ1
su, . . . , ρ

M
su are i.i.d. Rayleigh RVs, we get

Poutage

→

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
0, If Nμ0 ≥ Eth,�
1 −exp



− �Eth −Nμ0

�2
βsu

��M
, Otherwise.

(14)

From the analysis above, we see that Poutage → 0 when
Nμ0 ≥ Eth. Therefore, the probability of outage can be made
negligibly small when the number of IRS elements is greater
than

4
√
Eth

π
√
pηrτc

√
βsiβiuL 1

2
(−Ksi)L 1

2
(−Kiu)

. (15)

Insights: We see that the minimum number of IRS elements
required is inversely proportional to the strength of the cas-
caded reflected path. It decreases as the strength of the LoS
components increases, i.e., as Ksi or Kiu increases. This is
because L 1

2
(x) is a monotonically decreasing function of x.

Furthermore, it is independent of the strength of the direct
path.

2) LoS Scenario: We now consider a special case when
there are only LoS components from S → I and from
I → U , i.e., Ksi → ∞ and Kiu → ∞. Therefore, Hsi =
√
ζsi Hsi and hiu =

√
ζiu hiu. In this case,

N�
n=1

ρansiu =

N
√
ζsiζiu and the probability of outage in (10) reduces to

Pr
�
ρasu ≤ Eth −N

√
ζsiζiu

�
. Further simplification yields

Poutage =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
0, If N

 
ζsiζiu ≥ Eth,�

1 −exp



− �Eth −N

√
ζsiζiu

�2
βsu

��M
,

Otherwise.

(16)

Note that (16) is an exact expression for the probability of
outage in WET. Here, employing

 
Eth/ (pηrτcζsiζiu) number

of IRS elements will yield zero outage probability.
3) Extension to Multi-User Scenario: With K users, if the

source transmits energy wirelessly to every user based
on round-robin scheduling strategy over a slot of length
τc

K seconds, then the joint AS and passive beamforming
rule is given by ak = argmax

m∈{1,2,...,M}
{ρmsk} and fnik =

exp (−j (φakn
sik − Λak

sk )) , for n = 1, . . . , N , where 1 ≤ k ≤ K

denotes index of the user being served in slot k, ρmsk denotes

magnitude of the direct path channel gain from the mth antenna
at the source to user k, Λak

sk denotes phase of the direct
path channel gain from the selected antenna ak at the source
to user k and φakn

sik = ∠Hakn
si + ∠hnik . Note that ∠Hakn

si

denotes the phase of the channel between the selected antenna
ak at S and nth IRS element and ∠hnik denotes phase of
the channel between nth IRS element and kth user. For this
model, Poutage equals one minus the probability that every
user harvests more than Eth amount of energy. Mathematically,

Poutage = 1 − Pr
�

K!
k=1

Ek > Eth

�
, where Ek denotes energy

harvested by kth user.
Theorem 2: An upper bound on probability of outage in

WET with perfect CSI when users are served based on
round-robin scheduling strategy is given by

Poutage ≤ min



1,

K	
k=1

Pr (Ek ≤ Eth)

�
, (17)

where Pr (Ek ≤ Eth) is given in Theorem 1 with γ replaced
by γ

K .
Proof: For 1 ≤ k ≤ K , the events {Ek > Eth}

are not mutually independent. This is because the chan-
nel between source and IRS for different users may be
exactly the same if source ends up selecting the same
antenna for different users. Therefore, using Boole-Fréchet
inequality,5 an upper bound on outage probability is given

by Poutage ≤ 1 − max
�

0,
K�
k=1

Pr (Ek > Eth) −K + 1
�

=

min
�

1,K −
K�
k=1

Pr (Ek > Eth)
�

. Also, Pr (Ek > Eth) =

1 − Pr (Ek ≤ Eth). And remaining proof steps to evaluate
Pr (Ek ≤ Eth) is given in detail in Appendix A.

5Let Pr

�
r�

i=1
Qi

�
be the joint probability of the events

Q1, . . . , Qr , then according to Boole-Fréchet inequality [36],

max (0, Pr (Q1) + . . . + Pr (Qr) − (r − 1)) ≤ Pr

�
r�

i=1
Qi

�
.
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IV. ANALYSIS OF PROBABILITY OF OUTAGE IN WET
WITH ESTIMATED CSI

In this section, we first present estimation of the direct and
the reflected channels via the IRS using the two step procedure
described in Section III-A. Then we present our joint AS and
IRS passive beamforming rule based on estimated CSI and
derive its outage probability.

A. UL Pilot Transmission and Channel Estimation

Step 1: First, we estimate the direct path channel gain from
S to U . In order to do that, we configure all the IRS elements
to the off state, i.e., αn = 0 for all n = 1, . . .N . The user
transmits pilot xp with power q. Then the source receives
signal ym when it connects RF chain to the mth antenna. It is
given by

ym =
√
qhmsuxp + wm, for m = 1, . . . ,M, (18)

where |xp|2 = 1 and wm is the complex AWGN with zero
mean and variance σ2. We know that ym = ymx∗p =

√
qhmsu+

wm, where wm = wmx∗p, is a sufficient statistic to estimate
hmsu. Based on ym, the MMSE estimate of the direct path
channel gain is given by ĥmsu =

√
qβsu

qβsu+σ2 y
m [37]. Substituting

ym, it can be further simplified as

ĥmsu = hmsu + h̃msu, for m = 1, . . . ,M, (19)

where the channel estimation error h̃msu = −σ2

qβsu+σ2 h
m
su +

√
qβsu

qβsu+σ2w
m. Note that h̃msu is independent of ĥmsu. Let γsu =

E

����ĥmsu���2� = qβ2
su

qβsu+σ2 denote the variance of the channel

estimate. Furthermore, the variance of the channel estimation

error E

����h̃msu���2� = βsu − γsu. Let ρ̂msu and Λ̂msu respectively

denote the magnitude and phase of the channel gain estimate
ĥmsu, i.e., ĥmsu = ρ̂msue

jΛ̂m
su , for m ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,M}. The source

selects antenna â that has the highest channel power gain
estimate. It is given by â = argmax

m∈{1,2,...,M}
{ρ̂msu}.

Step 2: The source connects the RF chain to antenna â and
estimates the corresponding cascaded channel gain via IRS.
We turn on one IRS element at a time. The signal received at
S when the nth IRS element is turned on, i.e., αn = 1 and
θn = 0, is given by

yân =
√
qhâsuxp +

√
qgânsiuxp + wân, for n = 1, . . . , N,

(20)

where wân is complex AWGN with zero mean and variance
σ2. Let yân = yân − √

qĥâsuxp denote the signal component
after subtracting the scaled version of the direct path channel
gain estimate obtained in Step 1. Using (19), we get yân =√
qgânsiuxp + wân −√

qh̃âsuxp, for n = 1, . . . , N . A sufficient
statistic to estimate the cascaded channel gânsiu via the nth IRS
element is given by

y
ân= yânx∗p=

√
qgânsiu + wân −√

qh̃âsu, (21)

for n = 1, . . . , N , where wân = wânx∗p. Based on y
ân

,
we next develop the linear MMSE estimate of the cascaded

channel coefficient between S and U via the nth IRS element.
Since, IRS is passive, estimate of the cascaded channel coef-
ficients can only be obtained.

Lemma 1: The linear MMSE estimate of the cascaded
channel coefficient gânsiu between the selected antenna at S
and U via the nth IRS element is given by [37]

ĝânsiu = gânsiu + g̃ânsiu, (22)

where g̃ânsiu is given in (25), μânsi =
�

Ksiζsi

Ksi+1H
ân

si , μniu =�
Kiuζiu

Kiu+1h
n

iu and μânsiu = μânsi μ
n
iu =

�
Ksiζsi

Ksi+1
Kiuζiu

Kiu+1H
ân

si h
n

iu,

μ̃âsu = E

�
h̃âsu

�
= � �μ̃âsu� + j� �μ̃âsu�, � �μ̃âsu� = � �μ̃âsu�,

� �μ̃âsu� and
�
σ̃âsu
�2

are given in (23) and (24), as shown at
the bottom of the next page, respectively.

Proof: The proof is given in Appendix B.

B. DL Transmission Based on Estimated CSI
Let f̂ni denote the reflection coefficient programmed at the

nth element based on the estimated CSI. Let ĥâsu = ρ̂âsue
jΛ̂â

su

and ĝânsiu =
��ĝânsiu�� ejφ̂ân

siu denote estimates of the direct and
the reflected channels, respectively in terms of magnitude and
phase. Substituting these estimates, in (7) and (8), joint AS and
passive beamforming rule with estimated CSI can be written
as

â = argmax
m∈{1,2,...,M}

{ρ̂msu}, (26)

f̂ni = exp
�
−j
�
φ̂ânsiu − Λ̂âsu

��
, for n = 1, . . . , N. (27)

Let f̂i =
"
f̂1
i , f̂

2
i , . . . , f̂

N
i

#T
denote the IRS passive

beamforming vector based on estimated CSI. Signal received
at U when source employs above joint AS and passive
beamforming rule is

ŷu =
�
hâsu + gâsiuf̂i

�
xs + wu, (28)

where wu ∼ CN (0, σ2) denotes complex AWGN at the
user. Here, we spend (M + N)τp seconds to obtain channel
estimates of the direct and reflected channel paths and energy
is harvested for (τc − (M +N)τp) seconds in each coherence
interval. Therefore, from (28), the harvested energy with

estimated CSI is given by Êu = $γ ���hâsu + gâsiuf̂ i

���2, where$γ = pηr(τc− (M +N)τp). Expressing true channel as sum of
estimate and estimation error based on (19) and (22), we get

Êu = $γ ����ĥâsu + ĝâsiuf̂ i

�
−
�
h̃âsu + g̃âsiuf̂ i

����2 . (29)

Neglecting the estimation errors, Êu in (29) can be approxi-
mated as

Êu � $γ ���ĥâsu + ĝâsiuf̂ i

���2
= $γ �����ĥâsu +

N	
n=1

ĝânsiuf̂
n
i

�����
2

= $γ �����ρ̂âsuejΛ̂â
su +

N	
n=1

��ĝânsiu�� ejφ̂ân
siu f̂ni

�����
2

. (30)
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By triangle inequality, we know that the choice of f̂ni in (27)
maximizes Êu in (30). Therefore, substituting f̂ni from (27)
in (30), the harvested energy can be written as

Êu � $γ
ρ̂âsu +
N	
n=1

��ĝânsiu��
�2

. (31)

This approximation ensure analytical tractability. Furthermore,
it is justified at practical operating points, since estimation
errors h̃âsu and g̃âsiu make negligibly small contribution to
Êu [3], [38]. In Section V, our numerical results show
that the probability of outage obtained through Monte Carlo
simulations based on exact Êu in (29) is in close agreement
with the probability of outage expression derived in Theorem 3
based on approximate Êu in (31).

C. Analysis of Probability of Outage in WET

With estimated CSI, the probability of outage in WET is
given by

P̂outage = Pr
�
Êu ≤ Eth

�
� Pr

⎛⎝$γ
ρ̂âsu +
N	
n=1

��ĝânsiu��
�2

≤ Eth

⎞⎠ . (32)

Note that
��ĝânsiu�� is magnitude of the estimate of the cascaded

channel coefficient from the selected antenna at S to U via
nth IRS element. To simplify the analysis, we model it as a
Rician RV. Figure 2 plots the cumulative distribution func-
tion (CDF) of

��ĝânsiu�� obtained empirically from 105 samples
through Monte Carlo simulations and the CDF of a Rician
RV for three values of Ksi and Kiu. We observe that for
moderate and higher values of Ksi and Kiu, the empirical
and the Rician CDF match well. And for lower values of Ksi

and Kiu, we notice that the Rician approximation, while not
perfect, tracks the empirical CDF of

��ĝânsiu�� reasonably well.
For this model, we next derive mathematical expression that
approximates P̂outage under estimated CSI.

Fig. 2. CDF of |ĝân
siu| compared with Rician model with similar parameters

(βsu = −45.81 dB, ζsi = −46.67 dB, ζiu = −40.81 dB, σ2 =
−100 dBm, and q = 0 dBm).

Theorem 3: With joint AS and IRS assisted passive beam-
forming based on estimated CSI, the probability of outage in
WET is given by

P̂outage �
M−1	
m=0

M(−1)m

m+ 1

�
M − 1
m

��
1−ψ̂Q



Êth−μŷ
σŷ

�

− ψ̂e
ξ̂2−η̂χ̂

2η̂�
η̂σ2

ŷ



Q



−ξ̂√
η̂

�
−Q


Êth−μŷ
σ2
ŷ

√
η̂

��⎤⎦ , (33)

where ψ̂ = Q−1
�−μŷ

σŷ

�
, η̂ = 2(m+1)

γsu
+ 1

σ2
ŷ

,

ξ̂ = 2(m+1)Êth

γsu
+ μŷ

σ2
ŷ

, χ̂ = 2(m+1)Ê2
th

γsu
+ μ2

ŷ

σ2
ŷ

, Êth =�
Eth
γ̂ , μŷ = N

�
c21π
4c2

L 1
2

�
−|μân

siu|2c2
c21

�
, σ2

ŷ =

N
�
c21
c2

+
��μânsiu��2 − μ̂2

0

�
, μ̂0 =

�
c21π
4c2

L 1
2

�
−|μân

siu|2c2
c21

�
,

c1 =
√
q
��
βsi +

��μânsi ��2� �βiu + |μniu|2
�− ��μânsiu��2�, and

c2 = q
�
βsi +

��μânsi ��2� �βiu + |μniu|2
�

+ σ2 − q
��μânsiu��2.

Proof: The proof is given in Appendix C.

� �μ̃âsu�� −M√
βsu−γsu

2
√
π



M−1	
m=0

�
M−1
m

��−1
12

�M−13m+1

3M +m
−
M−1	
m1=0

m1	
m2=0

�
M−1
m1

��
m1

m2

��−1
12

�m13m2+1

3m1+m2+3

�
, (23)

�
σ̃âsu
�2

= var
�
h̃âsu

�
� M(βsu − γsu)

2



M−1	
m1=0

m1	
m2=0

�
M − 1
m1

��
m1

m2

��−1
12

�m1

3m2+1

 
3(3m1 +m2 + 3)

(3m1 +m2 + 3)2

+
M−1	
m=0

�
M − 1
m

��
1
12

�M−1

3m+1

 
3(3M +m)

(3M +m)2

�
− ��μ̃âsu��2 . (24)

g̃ânsiu =
−gânsiu

"
σ2 + q

�
σ̃âsu
�2#

q
�
βsi +

��μânsi ��2��βiu + |μniu|2
�

+ σ2 + q (σ̃âsu)
2 − q

��μânsiu��2 + μânsiu

+

√
q
��
βsi +

��μânsi ��2� �βiu + |μniu|2
�− ��μânsiu��2� "wân −√

qh̃âsu −
√
q
�
μânsiu − μ̃âsu

�#
q
�
βsi +

��μânsi ��2� (βiu + |μniu|2) + σ2 + q (σ̃âsu)
2 − q

��μânsiu��2 . (25)
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The analysis above accounts for order statistics of the magni-
tude of the estimated channel coefficients along the direct path
and design of phase-shifts at I based on CSI estimates. Unlike
the Poutage expression for perfect CSI in (11), P̂outage in (33) is
a function of the pilot power q, the time (τc − (M +N)τp)
that is used for DL WET, noise power σ2 that accounts
for estimation errors, and the statistics of the estimated CSI.
Furthermore, the expression in (33) also brings out the depen-
dence of P̂outage on system and channel parameters. At high

pilot power, P̂outage in (33) reduces to Poutage in (11), since

μŷ → μy , σ2
ŷ → σ2

y and γsu → βsu.
1) Diversity Order: We refer to the slope of the probability

of outage versus the source transmit power curve in the
asymptotic regime in a log-log scale as the diversity order
in WET systems. We now derive the diversity order with
estimated CSI in terms of number of antennas at the source
and the number of passive reflecting elements at the IRS.

Theorem 4: The diversity order of a joint AS and IRS
passive beamforming assisted WET system with estimated CSI
is M +N .6

Proof: The proof is given in Appendix D.
2) Extension to Multi-User Scenario: With estimated CSI,

K(M + N)τp seconds in a coherence interval would be
spent on pilots. And AS at source and passive beamforming
at IRS will be performed with estimated CSI. Therefore,
based on round-robin scheduling strategy, the source would
transfer energy wirelessly to every user over a slot of

length (τc−K(M+N)τp)
K .

Theorem 5: An upper bound on probability of outage in
WET with estimated CSI when users are served based on
round-robin scheduling strategy is given by

P̂outage ≤ min



1,

K	
k=1

Pr
�
Êk ≤ Eth

��
, (34)

where Êk denotes the energy harvested by the kth user with
estimated CSI and Pr

�
Êk ≤ Eth

�
is given in Theorem 3

with $γ = pηr(τc−K(M+N)τp)
K .

This can be proved along similar lines using ideas from
Theorem 2 and Appendix C.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we present numerical results to illustrate the
potential of joint low complexity AS at source and passive
beamforming at IRS for WET. We present results to show the
impact of the system parameters such as number of antennas
M at source, number of IRS elements N , source transmit
power p and pilot power q on the probability of outage. Unless
mentioned otherwise, for illustration, we take Eth = 10−7 J,
p = 1 W, q = 1 mW, τc = 10 ms, ηr = 0.5, τp = 0.01τc

M+N ,

σ2 = 10−13 W, K = 1, Ksi = 10, Kiu = 10, ζab = GaGb�
dρ

ab
,

where a, b ∈ {s, u, i}, � =
�
d
2π

�2
is the average channel

6Note that this result is valid when the wireless channel offers rich
scattering. It can therefore be considered as the maximal diversity gain that
one can extract from such a system.

attenuation at unit reference distance with d = c
2f denoting

the inter-element separation at the IRS, f = 915 MHz,
c = 3×108 m/s denotes speed of light and dab denotes distance
between a and b. Furthermore, we take Gs = Gu = 0 dBi,
Gi = 5 dBi and the path loss exponent ρ = 2 [5]. We consider
that S, I , and U are arranged in a rectangular topology, S
and I are placed opposite to each other with their coordinates
(in meters) as (0, 0) and (10, 0) respectively, and U is placed
at (5, 1).

Figure 3 (a) plots probability of outage in WET as a
function of N for three configurations, namely, C = (1, 1),
C = (1, 2) and C = (1, 4) and for both perfect and estimated
CSI. Note that C = (NRF,M) refers to the configuration
where the source is equipped with NRF RF chains and M
antennas. We note that the Monte Carlo simulations are in
close agreement with analysis for both perfect and estimated
CSI thus validating our analysis. We observe that with N =
70, the probability of outage when C = (1, 4) is lower
by factors 100x and 1000x when compared to Poutage with
C = (1, 2) and C = (1, 1), respectively. This is because the
diversity order increases as M increases. We also observe that
outage probability degrades marginally with estimated CSI due
to estimation errors and the fact that a part of the coherence
interval is spent in estimation.

Figure 3 (b) plots probability of outage as a function of
p for C = (1, 1) and C = (1, 4) and for two values of
N . This is again done for both perfect and estimated CSI.
As before, analysis matches well with simulations. We observe
that the required transmit power at the source to achieve a
given probability of outage decreases as the number of IRS
elements increases. For example, with C = (1, 4), we can
achieve Poutage of 10−6 with 5 dBW lower transmit power at
S by adding 100 extra IRS elements. Moreover, the diversity
order, which is equal to M+N , increases as M or N increase.

Figure 4 (a) plots probability of outage as a function of q
for both perfect and estimated CSI. In general, the threshold
energy Eth required at the user depends on the energy Ep
spent on performing assigned tasks and the energy spent on
channel estimation, i.e., q(M +N)τp. To illustrate the impact
of q, we consider Ep = 10−7 J and Eth = Ep+ q(M +N)τp.
With estimated CSI, we observe three regions of operation:
i) For small values of pilot power, the probability of outage
is high due to high channel estimation errors, ii) For medium
values of pilot powers, i.e., −70 dBW ≤ q ≤ −40 dBW with
N = 75, the probability of outage is relatively insensitive to
the increase in pilot power, iii) For large values of pilot power,
i.e., q ≥ −40 dBW with N = 75, large amount of energy
is spent for channel estimation. This increases Eth, which in
turn, increases the probability of outage. Under perfect CSI,
the outage probability is constant for smaller values of q. This
is because q(M +N)τp � Ep and Poutage does not depend on
estimation errors. Furthermore, Poutage increases as q increases
beyond −40 dBW since the threshold increases.7

7We show the outage performance with perfect CSI as well to elucidate
and quantify the loss in outage performance due to estimation errors. The
threshold energy under perfect CSI is kept the same as that with estimated
CSI to ensure fair comparison.
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Fig. 3. (a) Impact of N (p = 1 W, q = 1 mW, K = 1, and Eth = 10−7 J). (b) Impact of p (q = 1 mW, K = 1, and Eth = 10−7 J).

Fig. 4. (a) Impact of q (p = 1 W, Eth = Ep + q(M + N)τp , C = (1, 4), K = 1, and Ep = 10−7 J), (b) Impact of discrete phase shifts (p = 1 W,
C = (1, 2), K = 1, and Eth = 10−7 J).

Discrete Phase Shifts: Figure 4 (b) plots probability of
outage in WET as a function of N under both continuous
and discrete phase shifts at the IRS. We obtain the discrete
phase shift by quantizing the continuous phase shift to the
nearest available quantization level. We note that with j-bit
discrete phase shifter at the IRS, 2j phase-shift quantization
levels are possible. As the number of quantization bits used
to program the IRS increases, the performance with discrete
phase shifts gets closer to the performance with continuous
phase shifts. This is because an increase in the resolution of
the discrete phase shifts enables better coherent combination
of the reflected and direct path signals. In fact, a 3-bit pro-
grammable IRS is sufficient to achieve good trade-off between
complexity8 and performance.

Figure 5 (a) plots probability of outage in WET vs. N for
K = 2 and 4 with perfect and estimated CSI. Analysis matches

8To configure phase shifts, positive-intrinsic-negative (PIN) diodes are used
in the control circuitry at the IRS. With one PIN diode in the control circuitry
at the IRS, only phase shifts of 0 and π can be induced. To induce an Q-level
phase shift per IRS element, log2(Q) PIN diodes would be required.

well with simulations, thus confirming the tightness of the
upper bound. We observe that by increasing N , WET to a
larger number of users can be supported while maintaining
the outage probability fixed at a specific level. For example,
100 extra IRS elements are required to support WET to 4 users
when compared against WET to 2 users while maintaining
outage probability fixed at 10−4.

Performance Benchmarking: We benchmark the perfor-
mance of the proposed AS rule with the selection rules
considered in the literature.

1) Optimal Antenna Selection (OAS) rule [17], [18]:
With estimated CSI, the OAS rule is given by âOAS =

arg max
1≤m≤M

����ĥmsu���+ N�
n=1

|ĝmnsiu |
�

. This rule maximizes the

receive power under perfect CSI. However, it requires M +
MN pilot transmissions to obtain CSI. This is much higher
than the M +N pilot transmissions required by our proposed
AS rule.

2) Low Complexity Antenna Selection (LAS) rule [17]:
With estimated CSI, the LAS rule is given by âLAS =
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Fig. 5. (a) Impact of number of users (p = 1 W, q = 1 mW, C = (1, 4) and Eth = 10−7 J). Users are distributed uniformly between (0, 1) and (10, 1),
(b) Performance benchmarking: Impact of different AS strategies (p = 1 W, q = 1 mW, K = 1, and Eth = 10−7 J).

arg max
1≤m≤M

����ĥmsu���+ ���� N�
n=1

ĝmnsiu

�����. It requires 2M +N pilots

transmission to obtain the CSI. Both OAS and LAS rules
configure IRS elements as in (27).

Figure 5 (b) compares the performance of the proposed AS
rule with the above two AS rules. It plots the probability of
outage vs. N with estimated CSI for two different configu-
rations. For C = (1, 2), we see that the proposed AS rule9

performs very close to OAS and LAS rules, which consider
reflected channel gains in addition to the direct path channel
gains. This is because the strength of the reflected channel
gain via the IRS is relatively weaker compared to the strength
of the direct path channel gain. We note that the proposed
AS rule performs close to the optimal rule while requiring
fewer number of pilot transmissions. For C = (1, 4), as N
increases, we see that the proposed AS rule performs better
than the OAS and LAS rules. This is due to increase in
the time required for the pilot transmission for both OAS
and LAS rules, which in turn reduces the time available for
DL energy transmission. For OAS and LAS rules, the time
available for DL energy transfer is (τc − (M +MN)τp) and
(τc − (2M +N)τp) seconds, respectively, while the proposed
AS rule has (τc − (M +N)τp) seconds available for energy
transfer. Furthermore, the OAS rule performs marginally bet-
ter than the LAS rule despite having a smaller DL energy
transmission duration since it by design maximizes the receive
power under perfect CSI.

Subset AS: Figure 6 (a) plots the PTE10 as a function of
the number of RF chains at the source for M = 32 and

9Unlike information transfer, in which the range is of the order of hundreds
of meters, the range of WET is very limited and typically varies from few
meters to few tens of meters [3]–[5]. In most WET scenarios, it is, therefore,
more likely that the direct channel between the source and the user would be
present. And in WET, it is the absolute receive power that matters, unlike
information transfer where the receive signal-to-noise ratio is of interest.
And by using IRS-assisted beamforming, the receive power can be boosted
significantly to compensate the loss in performance due to AS.

10It is defined as the ratio of the average power harvested by the user to the
total average power consumed at the source. Please note we model the total
average power consumed at the source as Pc = ptx + pfix + NRFps + plp +
Npe [38], [39], where ptx = p

ηpa
, p denotes the source transmit power, ηpa

denotes the efficiency of the power amplifier at the source, pfix denotes the
fixed power required to run the source, ps denotes the circuit power consumed
in every RF chain at the source, NRF denotes the number of RF chains, plp =

N = 50, 75, and 100. We observe that the PTE increases
initially as the number of RF chains increase and reaches
a maxima. This is because the power harvested by the user
increases as more number of antennas are selected11 for
energy beamforming. However, beyond a certain number of
RF chains, the PTE decreases as the power consumption
at the source dominates the harvested power at the user.
Therefore, employing subset AS with a certain number of RF
chains yields optimal PTE when compared to employing full
complexity energy beamforming where number of RF chains
must equal the number of antennas. For a given number of RF
chains at the source, the PTE improves as N increases.

Figure 6 (b) plots the probability of outage as a function of
p for N = 50 and N = 150 and for different configurations.
We observe that for a given source transmit power, the outage
probability of single AS (1, 4) with N = 150 is lower than
even a full complexity (4, 4) system with N = 50. Thus,
one can trade-off active RF chains at the source with passive
elements at the IRS to obtain improved outage performance.
We also note that for a given configuration, substantial savings
of radiated power is obtained by adding few passive elements
at the IRS while maintaining the same outage probability.

Limited Scattering: To study the impact of limited scat-
tering on the probability of outage in WET, we model
and decompose the channels as in [23]. Based on this
physics based generic model [14], [23], the nth entry of
the phase shift matrix is given by [Θ]nn = αne

jθn , where

α2
n =

�√
4π
λ |gi (Φt,Φr)|

�2

, for all n, captures the amount

by which the product of the path losses from source to
IRS and IRS to user would get affected due to the ampli-

3NRFKB
Scks

denotes the total power consumed in computing active beamformer
at the source, B denotes the system bandwidth, Sc = Bcτc denotes the
number of samples in a coherence block, Bc denotes the coherence bandwidth,
τc denotes the length of the coherence interval, K denotes the number of
users, ks denotes the source computational efficiency (in flops/watt) and pe
denotes the power spent in configuring the phase shift at each IRS element.

11For subset AS, the direct link channel power gains are arranged in
descending order and NRF antennas with the highest channel gains are
selected. The active beamformer at the source and the phase-shifts at the IRS
for both subset AS and the full-complexity system are obtained to maximize
the received power based on alternating optimization [25].
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Fig. 6. Illustration of trade-off between RF chains at source and passive elements at IRS (a) PTE vs. number of RF chains (M = 32, p = 1 W, ps = 1 W,
pfix = 1 W, ηpa = 0.39, pe = 5 mW, K = 1, B = 10 MHz, Bc = 10 KHz, and ks = 20 × 109 flops/W), (b) Poutage vs. p (K = 1 and Eth = 10−7 J).

Fig. 7. (a) Impact of limited scattering (p = 1 W, K = 1, τ � = 0.8, C = (1, 4), Eth = 10−7 J, and li = d = λ
2

), (b) Impact of d (p = 1 W, K = 1,
τ � = 0.8, Eth = 10−7 J, li = λ

2
, C = (1, 4), Lsu = 1, and Lsi = Liu = 4).

tude change induced by the IRS.12 Note that gi (Φt,Φr) =
j
√

4π
λ τ �l2i �gi (Φt,Φr) denotes the response of each reflection

element at IRS, τ � denotes amplitude of the reflection coeffi-
cient, l2i captures the area of an IRS element, Φt denotes the
direction of the incident signal, Φr denotes the direction of the
reflected signal, and �gi (Φt,Φr) is given in [23, Eqn. (11)].

Figure 7 (a) plots probability of outage in WET as a function
of N under limited scattering. Note that Lsu, Lsi, and Liu
denote the number of scatterers in the channel from S to U ,
S to I , and I to U , respectively. We observe that outage
probability increases as number of scatterers in the channel
reduce. This is because the channel becomes more and more
spatially correlated as the number of scatterers decrease.

12For this model, μ0 in Section III-B1 can be expressed in a generic form as

μ0 = π
4

�
α2

nβsiβiuL 1
2

(−Ksi) L 1
2

(−Kiu). Using this, (15) is modified

as λ2√Eth

τ �l2i �gi(Φt,Φr)π2√pηrτc

√
βsiβiuL 1

2
(−Ksi)L 1

2
(−Kiu)

. This expression

brings out dependence on the size li of each reflecting element at the IRS,
and also gives insight that as size of IRS elements decreases, we need more
IRS elements to avoid outage. The corresponding analysis under LoS scenario
can be done along similar lines.

The channel correlation can be exploited to further
reduce the number of pilot transmissions by consider-
ing grouping based channel estimation.13 We configure the
phase shift of any element in a group of size G as
fgi = exp

�−j �φaGsiu − Λasu
��
, for all g ∈ {1, . . . , G}, where

φaGsiu = ∠HaG
si + ∠hGiu, Λasu = ∠hasu and a denotes the

strongest antenna along the direct path to the user. This
grouping further reduces the pilot transmissions to M +
N
G [41]. To illustrate performance with grouping under limited
scattering, Figure 7 (b) plots outage probability vs. N for
different inter-element spacing (d) and for two values of G.
We observe that the gap between outage probability with
G = 1 and G = 4 decreases as d decreases. This is
due to increase in spatial correlation as inter-element spac-
ing decreases. Therefore, this underlying correlation can be
exploited to configure a larger group of adjacent elements with
identical phase-shifts.

13The authors in [40] exploit the sparse structure of the wireless channel
at mmWave frequencies to reduce channel estimation overhead. However,
we focus on WET at sub-6 GHz, where the channel is not really sparse.
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VI. CONCLUSION

We considered a WET system in which a source with
multiple antennas and a single RF chain transfers energy to an
energy-constrained user and is assisted by an IRS with passive
reflecting elements. We proposed a joint AS and passive beam-
forming rule that selects antenna based on direct path channel
gains. We showed that it is near-optimal with fewer pilot
transmissions. We derived new mathematical expressions for
probability of outage for both perfect and estimated CSI cases
and for both single and multi-user scenarios. We also proved
that the diversity order of joint AS and IRS beamforming
assisted system equals sum of the number of antennas at
the source and the number of passive reflecting elements at
the IRS.

We showed that the source transmit power required to
achieve a target outage probability decreases as the number
of IRS elements or the number of transmit antennas increase.
With estimated CSI, we observed that probability of outage is
high both at low pilot powers due to high channel estimation
errors and at high pilot powers as large fraction of the
harvested energy is spent on channel estimation. We proved
that we can trade-off active RF chains at source with passive
elements at IRS to obtain improved performance both in terms
of outage probability and PTE. We also showed that by adding
few passive IRS elements, WET to a larger number of users
can be supported. Furthermore, a 3 bit programmable IRS
gives near-identical outage probability as a continuous phase
shift IRS. We also elucidated the impact of limited scattering
on performance. Outage analysis with multiple IRS is an
interesting avenue for future work.

APPENDIX

A. Brief Proof of Theorem 1

We are interested in evaluating Poutage =

Pr



γ

�
ρasu +

N�
n=1

ρansiu

�2

≤Eth

�
. Let X = ρasu =

max{ρ1
su, . . . , ρ

M
su} and Y =

N�
n=1

ρansiu =
N�
n=1

ρansi ρ
n
iu.

Thus, Poutage can be re-written as

Poutage =

∞%
y=0

Pr
�
X ≤ Eth − Y | Y = y

�
fY (y)dy

=

Eth%
y=0

Eth−y%
x=0

fX(x) fY (y) dx dy, (35)

where Eth =
�

Eth
γ , fX(x) is the pdf of X , fY (y)

is the pdf of Y . The equality in (35) holds since
X and Y are mutually independent non-negative real
RVs. To derive Poutage we need to compute fX(x) and
fY (y). Since, X is the maximum of M i.i.d. Rayleigh
RVs. Based on order statistics, it can be shown that

fX(x) = 2Mx
βsu

�
1 − exp

�
−x2

βsu

��M−1

exp
�

−x2

βsu

�
, x ≥

0 [42]. To compute fY (y), we invoke central limit theo-
rem (CLT) [35]. Based on CLT, with large N , distribu-
tion of the sum of product of i.i.d. Rician RVs approaches
Gaussian distribution and its pdf is given by fY (y) =

ψ√
2πσ2

y

exp
�−(y−μy)2

2σ2
y

�
, y ≥ 0, where the scaling constant

ψ = Q−1
�−μy

σy

�
ensures that

&∞
0
fY (y) dy = 1. Based on

the rth moment of Rician RVs and exploiting the fact that ρansi
is independent of ρniu, μy and σy can be obtained as stated
in Theorem 1.

Substituting the pdf of X in (35) and using binomial
expansion to simplify,

Poutage =

Eth%
y=0

⎛⎜⎝ Eth−y%
x=0

M−1	
m=0

(−1)mM
�
M − 1
m

�
2x
βsu

× exp
�−x2(m+ 1)

βsu

�
dx

⎞⎟⎠ fY (y)dy. (36)

Solving the inner integral above with respect to x, we get

Poutage =
M−1	
m=0

(−1)m
M

m+ 1

�
M − 1
m

�
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

Eth%
y=0

fY (y)dy

) *+ ,
I1

−
Eth%

y=0

exp
�−(y − Eth)2(m+ 1)

βsu

�
fY (y)dy

) *+ ,
I2

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
(37)

Substituting the pdf of Y from above and simplifying I1 and
I2, we obtain Poutage in (11).

B. Proof of Lemma 1

Based on y
ân

, the linear MMSE estimate of gânsiu is given
by [37]

ĝânsiu = E
�
gânsiu
�

+R
gân

siuy
ânR−1

y
ân
y

ân

"
y
ân − E

�
y
ân
�#
. (38)

It can be shown that E
�
gânsiu
�

= μânsiu and E

�
y
ân
�

=
√
q
�
μânsiu − μ̃âsu

�
, where μânsiu and μ̃âsu are as stated

in Lemma 1. Furthermore, the cross-correlation R
gân

siuy
ân

between the cascaded channel gânsiu and the observable y
ân

is given by

R
gân

siuy
ân = E

�
gânsiuy

ân∗�− μânsiuE

�
y
ân
�∗
. (39)

Substituting y
ân

from (21) and E

�
y
ân
�

mentioned above,
in (39), and simplifying, we get

R
gân

siuy
ân =

√
q
��
βsi +

��μânsi ��2��βiu+|μniu|2
�
− ��μânsiu��2� .

(40)
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Similarly, the auto-correlation R
y

ân
y

ân of the observable is
given by

R
y

ân
y

ân = q
�
βsi +

��μânsi ��2��βiu + |μniu|2
�
+σ2 + q

�
σ̃âsu
�2

− q
��μânsiu��2 . (41)

Substituting the cross-correlation from (40) and the auto-
correlation from (41) in (38), and simplifying further,
we obtain ĝânsiu as stated in Lemma 1.

We next show steps involved in computing μ̃âsu and
�
σ̃âsu
�2

,

which in turn are required to compute E

�
y
ân
�

above and the

auto-correlation in (41). We first compute μ̃âsu as follows.

Note that � �μ̃âsu� = E

�
�
�
h̃âsu

��
=

∞&
−∞

tf�(h̃â
su)(t) dt.

Since, h̃âsu corresponds to the error induced in estimating the
channel from U to the antenna â at S, its pdf corresponds
to the pdf of the maximum of M i.i.d. Gaussian RVs each
having mean zero and variance σ̃2

su. Using this fact and

results from order statistics, the pdf of �
�
h̃âsu

�
is given

by f�(h̃â
su)(t) = M√

2πσ̃2
su

e
− t2

2σ̃2
su

�
1 −Q

�
t
σ̃su

��M−1

[42].

Note that σ̃2
su = βsu−γsu

2 . Using this, we can write � �μ̃âsu� =
M√
2πσ̃2

su

∞&
−∞

te
− t2

2σ̃2
su

�
1 −Q

�
t
σ̃su

��M−1

dt. This integral can

be written down as the sum of two components and simplified
further by exploiting the symmetry property of Q-function [32]
as

� �μ̃âsu� =
M 
2πσ̃2

su

⎛⎝−
∞%
0

te
−t2

2σ̃2
su

�
Q

�
t

σ̃su

��M−1

dt

+

∞%
0

te
−t2

2σ̃2
su

�
1−Q

�
t

σ̃su

��M−1

dt

⎞⎠ . (42)

Approximating Q-function based on the identity in [43,
Eqn. (14)], we obtain

� �μ̃âsu�� M 
2πσ̃2

su

⎛⎝− ∞%
0

te
−t2

2σ̃2
su

�
1
12
e

−t2

2σ̃2
su +

1
4
e

−2t2

3σ̃2
su

�M−1

dt

+

∞%
0

te
−t2

2σ̃2
su

�
1− 1

12
e

−t2

2σ̃2
su − 1

4
e

−2t2

3σ̃2
su

�M−1

dt

⎞⎠ .
(43)

Using binomial expansion, and simplifying the integral further
in (43), we obtain � �μ̃âsu� in simplified form as stated in (23).

We know that �
�
h̃âsu

�
and �

�
h̃âsu

�
are identically distrib-

uted. Therefore � �μ̃âsu� = � �μ̃âsu�. And μ̃âsu = � �μ̃âsu� +
j� �μ̃âsu�.

In order to compute
�
σ̃âsu
�2

, we first compute

E

�
�
�
h̃âsu

��2

=
∞&

−∞
t2f�(h̃â

su)(t) dt. Substituting the

pdf of �
�
h̃âsu

�
from above, we get E

�
�
�
h̃âsu

��2

=

M√
2πσ̃2

su

∞&
−∞

t2e
−t2

2σ̃2
su

�
1 −Q

�
t
σ̃su

��M−1

dt. This integral

can be written down as the sum of two components and
simplified further using the symmetry property of Q-function
as follows

E

�
�
�
h̃âsu

��
=

M 
2πσ̃2

su

⎛⎝ ∞%
0

t2e
−t2

2σ̃2
su

�
Q

�
t

σ̃su

��M−1

dt

+

∞%
0

t2e
−t2

2σ̃2
su

�
1−Q

�
t

σ̃su

��M−1

dt

⎞⎠ .
(44)

We next approximate Q-function based on the identity in [43,
Eqn. (14)] to yield

E

�
�
�
h̃âsu

��2

� M 
2πσ̃2

su

∞%
0

t2e
−t2

2σ̃2
su

×

�

1
12
e

−t2

2σ̃2
su +

1
4
e

−2t2

3σ̃2
su

�M−1

+
�
1− 1

12
e

−t2

2σ̃2
su − 1

4
e

−2t2

3σ̃2
su

�M−1
�
dt.

(45)

Using binomial expansion to simplify (45) further and using
the fact that �

�
h̃âsu

�
and �

�
h̃âsu

�
are i.i.d. RVs, we get

E

����h̃âsu���2�. Furthermore,
�
σ̃âsu
�2 = E

����h̃âsu���2� − ��μ̃âsu��2,

as in (24).

C. Proof of Theorem 3
With estimated CSI, the probability of outage in WET is

given by

P̂outage � Pr

⎛⎝$γ
ρ̂âsu +
N	
n=1

��ĝânsiu��
�2

≤ Eth

⎞⎠ . (46)

Let X̂ = ρ̂âsu = max{ρ̂1
su, . . . , ρ̂

M
su} and Ŷ =

N�
n=1

��ĝânsiu��.
Thus, P̂outage with estimated CSI is

P̂outage �
∞%

ŷ=0

Pr
�
X̂ ≤ Êth − Ŷ | Ŷ = ŷ

�
fŶ (ŷ)dŷ

=

Êth%
ŷ=0

Êth−ŷ%
x̂=0

fX̂(x̂) fŶ (ŷ) dx̂ dŷ, (47)

where Êth =
�

Eth
�γ , fX̂(x̂) is the pdf of X̂ , fŶ (ŷ) is the

pdf of Ŷ . The equality in (47) follows from the fact that
X̂ and Ŷ are mutually independent non-negative real RVs
under the assumption that the channel estimation error, h̃âsu is
negligibly small, which is valid for typical energy levels [3],
[38]. To derive Poutage, we first compute fX̂(x̂) and fŶ (ŷ).
The RV X̂ is the maximum of M i.i.d. Rayleigh distrib-
uted RVs. Using order statistics [42], it can be shown that
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fX̂(x̂) = 2Mx̂
γsu

�
1 − exp

�
−x̂2

γsu

��M−1

exp
�

−x̂2

γsu

�
, x̂ ≥ 0.

To compute the pdf of Ŷ , we invoke CLT [35]. Based on
CLT, with N large, the distribution of the sum of i.i.d. RVs
approaches Gaussian distribution and its pdf is given by
fŶ (ŷ) = ψ̂√

2πσ2
ŷ

exp
�−(ŷ−μŷ)2

2σ2
ŷ

�
, ŷ ≥ 0, where the scaling

constant ψ̂ = Q−1
�−μŷ

σŷ

�
ensures that

&∞
0 fŶ (ŷ) dŷ = 1.

In order to compute the mean μŷ and variance
σ2
ŷ above, first we model the magnitude

��ĝânsiu�� of the
estimate of the cascaded channel coefficient via the nth

IRS element as a Rician RV [44], [45].14 Thereafter,
we use (38) to compute E

�
ĝânsiu
�

= μânsiu and var
�
ĝânsiu
�

=�
c1
c2

�2
�

E

����yân���2�−
���E�yân����2� =

�
c1
c2

�2

c2 = c21
c2

where

c1 and c2 are given in Theorem 3. Based on the rth moment
of the Rician RV, and exploiting the fact that the terms in
N�
n=1

��ĝânsiu�� are mutually independent of each other, it can be

shown that μŷ =
N�
n=1

E
���ĝânsiu��� = N

�
c21π
4c2

L 1
2

�
−|μân

siu|2c2
c21

�
and the variance, σ2

ŷ =
N�
n=1

var
���ĝânsiu��� =

N

�
c21
c2

+
��μânsiu��2 − c21π

4c2
L2

1
2

�
−|μân

siu|2c2
c21

��
. Substituting

the pdf of X̂ and the pdf of Ŷ from above in (47), and
simplifying using similar steps as in Appendix A, we obtain
P̂outage in (33).

D. Proof of Theorem 4

To obtain diversity order of outage probability in the high
transmit power regime, it suffices to analyze behavior of pdf of
power gain of each of the paths from S to U near origin [46].
We first analyze pdf of the power gain of the cascaded path
from S to U via the nth IRS element near origin. To this end,
based on Figure 2, we model ĝânsiu ∼ CN �μânsiu, νânsiu�, where

μânsiu = E
�
ĝânsiu
�

= μânsi μ
n
iu, and νânsiu = var

�
ĝânsiu
�

= c21
c2

. Thus,

the pdf of
��ĝânsiu��2 is given by

f|ĝân
siu|2(y) = (1 +Ksiu) e−Ksiue−(1+Ksiu)y

× I0

� 
4Ksiu(1 +Ksiu)y

�
, (48)

where Ksiu = |μân
siu|2
νân

siu

is the corresponding Rician factor and

I0(·) is modified Bessel function of the first kind [33]. Upon

using the series expansion for exp (− (1 +Ksiu) y), (48) can
be expressed as

f|ĝân
siu|2(y)

= (1 +Ksiu) e−Ksiu



1 +

∞	
i=1

(− (1 +Ksiu))
i y

i

i!

�
× I0

� 
4Ksiu(1 +Ksiu)y

�
, (49)

14Based on Figure 2, we see that modeling the magnitude of cascaded
channel coefficient as a Rician RV is fairly accurate.

The pdf in (49) can be approximated as a single polynomial
near the origin and

lim
y→0

f|ĝân
siu|2(y) = bsiuy

tsiu +O
�
ytsiu+�

�
, (50)

where bsiu is a constant, the parameter tsiu captures the
diversity order of the outage probability, O(·) denotes the big
O notation and � > 0. Comparing (49) with (50) at y → 0,
we obtain bsiu = (1 +Ksiu) exp (−Ksiu) and tsiu = 0.
Using (50), the probability of outage in WET due the cascaded
path via nth IRS element is given by

pânoutage =

pth
p%

0

�
bsiuy

tsiu +O
�
ytsiu+�

��
dy

=
bsiu

tsiu+1

�
pth

p

�tsiu+1

+O


�
pth

p

�tsiu+1+�
�
, (51)

where pth = Eth
ηr(τc−(M+N)τp) denotes the threshold power

required at the user. Neglecting the higher order terms in (51),
we can see that the outage probability due to the reflected
path via the nth IRS element decays as p−(tsiu+1) = p−1.
Since, there are N independent cascaded paths from S to U
via the IRS, the total contribution to the diversity order in
outage probability due to the N -element IRS equals N [46].

Furthermore, the pdf of channel power gain from the
strongest antenna at S to U is given by

f|ĥâ
su|2(x)

=
2M
γsu

�
1 − e

−2x
γsu

�M−1

e
−2x
γsu ,

=
2M
γsu



−

∞	
i=1

�−2
γsu

�i
xi

i!

�M−1
 ∞	
i=0

�−2
γsu

�i
xi

i!

�
, (52)

where (52) is obtained by writing the series expansion for
exp
�

−2x
γsu

�
. By writing the pdf in (52) as a single polynomial

near the origin, we get

lim
x→0

f|ĥâ
su|2(x) = bsux

tsu +O
�
xtsu+�

�
, (53)

where bsu is a constant and the parameter tsu captures the
diversity order of the outage probability. Comparing (52)
and (53) at x→ 0, we obtain bsu = 4M

γ2
su

and tsu = M − 1.
Using (53), the probability of outage in WET due to the direct
path is given by

pâoutage =

pth
p%

0

�
bsux

tsu +O
�
xtsu+�

��
dx

=
bsu

tsu + 1

�
pth

p

�tsu+1

+O


�
pth

p

�tsu+1+�
�
. (54)

Neglecting the higher order terms in (54), we can see that the
outage probability due to the direct path decays as p−(tsu+1) =
p−M . Since this path from the strongest antenna at S to U is
independent of every cascaded path from S to U via the IRS
elements, the total diversity order of outage probability is equal
to M +N [46].
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